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a b s t r a c t

Interaction of hypocrellin A (HA), a naturally perylenequinonoid, with fullerene C70 has been studied
by UV–vis and fluorescence spectra, and the results show that HA and C70 can form a supramolec-
ular assembly HA/C70 with a 2:1 stoichiometry in organic solvents and buffer solution containing
poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP). The triplet lifetime of HA and C70 are reduced due to the formation of
supramolecular complex. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies suggest that photoinduced
vailable online 23 October 2010
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electron transfer from N,N,N′N′-tetramethyldiethyleneamine (TMEDA) to the excited HA induces the
generation of anion radical of HA (HA•−), followed by further electron transfer from HA•− to C70. HA can
mediate the electron transfer from TMEDA to C70 and significantly enhance the intensity of characteristic
Near-IR absorption transition of C70

•−, through efficient electron-transfer processes. Upon visible light
irradiation, HA/C70 exhibits stronger photodamage ability on calf thymus DNA under anaerobic condition
NA cleavage
hotoinduced electron transfer

than HA and C70.

. Introduction

Recently, supramolecular architectures, especially employing
ullerenes as 3-dimensional building blocks, have received con-
iderable attention for their potential applications in medical
elds, nanoscale photonic devices and sensors [1–4]. Inclusion
f fullerenes with �-extended molecules, including porphyrin,
erylene, tetrathiafulvalene and phthalocyanine [5–14], via �-
lectronic interactions is highly interesting, which can provide the
ossibility of modulating the electronic properties of fullerenes.
he design of supramolecular recognition elements of fullerene,
evealing complex energy- and/or electron-transfer processes, is
mportant for the development of supramolecular chemistry of
ullerene [15–17].
Fullerenes possess small reorganization energy in electron
ransfer, which leads to remarkable acceleration of charge sep-
ration and deceleration of charge recombination [18,19]. The
ovalently conjugated fullerene C60-quinone organofulerenes
ave been reported to be excellent electron-accepting system

∗ Corresponding authors. Tel.: +86 29 88431677; fax: +86 29 88431677.
E-mail addresses: ouzhize@nwpu.edu.cn (Z. Ou), gaoyunyan@nwpu.edu.cn

Y. Gao).

010-6030/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.10.014
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

[20–23]. Recently, the quinones with large aromatic rings, such
as anthraquinones, have been employed to construct noncova-
lent supramolecular complex with fullerene C60 [24–26]. These
anthraquinones can mediate photoinduced electron transfer from
electron donors to fullerenes and generate long-lived charge-
separated state.

Hypocrellins, a type of naturally occurring perylenequinonoid,
exhibit efficient photodynamic activity against a large variety of
tumor cell lines and viruses [27,28]. The maganesium complex of
hypocrellin A (Mg2+–HA) can form a supramolecular assembly with
C60, and improve the solubility of C60 significantly [29,30]. The
resulting supramolecular assembly exhibits much stronger DNA-
damaging ability than Mg2+–HA due to the introduction of C60 as a
final electron acccptor. Fullerene C70 possesses higher DNA photo-
cleavage efficiency upon irradiation than C60 [31]. However, to the
best of our knowledge, the interaction between hypocrellins and
fullerenes other than C60 has not been reported.

In this work, the interaction between HA and fullerene C70
is investigated. The energy- and electron-transfer processes in
HA/C70 system are studied in detail. HA/C70 complex shows much

more efficient photocleavage ability towards DNA under anaerobic
condition than free HA and C70, which suggests that the fullerene-
based supramolecular systems can be explored for biomedical
application in general and in particular for photodynamic therapy
[32,33].

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.10.014
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10106030
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jphotochem
mailto:ouzhize@nwpu.edu.cn
mailto:gaoyunyan@nwpu.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jphotochem.2010.10.014
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Fig. 1. The chemical structure of HA and C70.

. Experimental

.1. Chemicals

HA was isolated from the fungus sacs of hypocrella bam-
usae and recrystallized twice from acetone before use (Fig. 1)
34]. Calf thymus DNA (CT DNA), Ethidium bromide (EB),
ullerene C70, N,N,N′,N′-tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA) and
oly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) were purchased from Sigma Chemi-
al Company, without further processing before use. The aqueous
olutions of HA and C70 were prepared with PVP as reported previ-
usly, and used for DNA cleavage experiments [35]. All the solvents
ere purchased from Beijing Chemical Factory and distilled before
se.

.2. Measurements of spectral and electrochemical properties

Steady state absorption and fluorescence spectra were recorded
ith a Hitachi UV-3010 UV–vis spectrophotometer, PerkinElmer

ambd 950 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer and Hitachi F-4600
pectrofluorimeter, respectively. The fluorescence experiments
ere carried out in a 5 mm × 5 mm cuvette and HA was selectively

xcited at 470 nm.
Fluorescence quantum yield (ФF) of HA was determined with

hodamine 6G (ФR = 0.97, methanol) [36] as a reference in Eq. (1):

˚S

˚R
= AS

AR
× ODR

ODS
× n2

S

n2
R

(1)

here S and R stand for sample and the reference, respectively. Ф,
, OD and n stand for the fluorescence quantum yield, the fluores-
ence spectral areas from 550 nm to 750 nm, the optical densities at
he excitation wavelength and the refractive index of the solvents,
espectively.

Fluorescence lifetimes were measured by time-correlated
ingle-photon counting technique with Edinburgh FL-900 spec-
rophotometer upon 400 nm laser pulse irradiation.

Nanosecond transient absorption spectra were performed on a
P-920 pump-probe spectroscopic setup (Edinburgh). The excited
ource was the unfocused second harmonic (532 nm) output of a
d:YAG laser (Continuum surelite II); the probe light source was a
ulse-xenon lamp. The signals were detected by Edinburgh analyt-

cal instruments (LP900) and recorded on a Tektronix TDS 3012B
scilloscope and a computer [37]. A liquid-nitrogen-cooled germa-
ium (Ge) detector was used to monitor the emission signal in the
IR spectral range [38].

EPR spectra were obtained using a Bruker ESP-300E spectrome-

er operating at room temperature. Samples were injected into the
pecially made quartz capillaries for analysis, purged with argon
or 30 min in the dark, and illuminated directly in the cavity of the
pectrometer with a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm).
biology A: Chemistry 217 (2011) 228–235 229

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments were performed on a
CHI660C electrochemical workstation by a cyclic voltammetry (CV)
technique in DMSO–toluene (4/1, v/v) solution, using two plat-
inum wires as the working and counter electrodes, respectively,
and a saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as reference electrode in
the presence of 1 mM n-tetrabutylammonium perchlorate as the
supporting electrolyte [39].

2.3. Fluorescence Job’s plot of HA with C70

Stock solutions of HA (50 �M) and C70 (50 �M) were prepared,
and the solutions with molar fraction of HA from 0.1 to 0.9 were
prepared in 5 ml volumetric flasks by diluting the required amount
of the stock solutions. The total concentration of HA and C70 was
fixed at 50 �M. The difference of fluorescence intensity (�F) could
be calculated according to the following equation (Eq. (2)):

�F = Fmix − FHA − FC70 (2)

where Fmix, FHA and FC70 were the fluorescence of the mixed
solution, free HA and free C70 at corresponding concentration,
respectively.

2.4. Fluorescence titration

The titrations were performed by adding the required volumes
of a solution of C70 (1 mM) into the solution of HA (10 �M). The
association constants of the HA/C70 complex were determined by
Benesi–Hildebrand method in a variety of solvents [40].

Under experimental conditions, the fluorescence of HA
decreased with increasing C70 concentration (Eq. (3)).

HA + 0.5C70
Ka−→HA/(C70)0.5

(1 − a)[HA] [C70] − 0.5a[HA] a[HA]
(3)

where a was the degree of association between HA and C70, Ka is
the binding constant. Ka could be calculated according to Eq. (4):

Ka = a[HA]

(1 − a)[HA] × ([C70] − 0.5a[HA])1/2
(4)

At relative high concentration of [C70] � [HA], a was given by Eq.
(5):

a = Ka[C70]1/2

1 + Ka[C70]1/2
(5)

The observed fluorescence (F) of HA could be related to the fluores-
cence of uncomplexed (F0) and complexed (F′) molecules of HA by
the following equation:

F = (1 − a)F0 + aF ′ (6)

Eq. (6) could be simplified to the form (Eq. (7)):

F0 − F = a(F0 + F ′) (7)

From Eqs. (5) and (7), the following relation (Eq. (8)) could be
obtained. A double reciprocal plot could be made with 1/(F0 − F)
as a function of [C70]−1/2, and the Ka could be calculated from the
slope.

1
F0 − F

= 1
F0 − F ′ + 1

Ka(F0 − F ′)[C70]1/2
(8)

2.5. Examination of DNA-cleavage ability
A simple assay for DNA cleavage was applied based on ca. 20-fold
enhancement of the fluorescence intensity exhibited by EB upon
intercalation into DNA [41,42]. When the concentration of EB was
two-fold higher than that of the DNA base pair, the fluorescence
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ntensity of EB was linearly proportional to the concentration of
he DNA base pair. Any process in which the potential EB binding
ite was destroyed results in a decrease in fluorescence intensity.

To a 10 mL EB/DNA buffer solution (80 �M EB, 40 �M DNA)
as added the concentrated photosensitizers. The final concen-

ration of PVP was fixed at 0.05%. Then the solution was divided
nto 4 aliquots, purged with argon for 15 min, and irradiated in a
merry-go-round” apparatus with a medium pressure sodium lamp
h� > 470 nm). The aliquots were removed at various time t and their
uorescence emissions in the range of 525–700 nm were measured
y exciting at 510 nm.

The percentage of binding site remaining (BSR%) at a given time
as calculated from Eq. (9):

SR% = 100 × 1 −
(

I0 − It
I0 − Ibuffer

)
(9)

here I0, It, Ibuffer denoted the integrated fluorescence intensities
efore irradiation, after t min of irradiation, and of DNA-free buffer,
espectively.

. Results and discussions

.1. Absorption spectra

As shown in Fig. 2, both HA and C70 (Fig. 2a, inset) have strong
bsorption in the visible region. HA exhibits three absorption peaks
t 468, 542, and 584 nm, while C70 displays four absorption peaks
t 330, 359, 377, 468, and 636 nm, respectively [43,44]. The inter-
ction between HA and C70 in toluene is studied by titration
xperiments. In detail, the toluene solution of HA was titrated with
ariable amounts of C70 and the changes were routinely monitored
y absorption spectra (Fig. 2a).

Continuous changes were observed in the UV–vis differential
bsorption spectra upon addition of C70 to the HA solution (Fig. 2b).
sually, the differential absorption spectra could changes with not
nly positive but also negative in intensity for the strong inter-
ction exists [29]. However, the differential absorption spectra in
ig. 2b are similar to that of C70 in term of the shape, which suggest
hat HA bound to C70 with moderate interaction. Similar observa-
ions have been reported for the complexation of fullerene with
yclotriveratrylene derivatives [45,46]. Indeed, these results are
ndications of fullerene complexation, as previously reported for
ullerene containing supramolecular adducts [47,48].

.2. Fluorescence spectra

HA possesses moderate fluorescence quantum yields in organic
olvents and buffer solution (Table 1). The interaction between
A and C70 is further investigated using steady-state fluorescence
easurement. Upon addition of C70, the fluorescence intensity of

A decreases gradually (Fig. 3). The dependence of the fluorescence

ntensity of HA on the concentration of C70 follows Stern–Volmer
quation (Eq. (10)) [39], in which F0 and F are the fluorescence
ntensity of HA in the absence and presence of quencher C70,
espectively. Kq is the quenching rate constant, �0 is the average

able 1
tern–Volmer quenching constants (Kq) and binding constants (Ka) for the interaction of

Solvent ФF
a �0 (ns)

Toluene 0.15 1.05
Anisole 0.13 1.12
Toluene-DMSO 0.15 1.33
1% PVPb 0.09 0.75

a ФF: fluorescence quantum yield of HA with rhodamine 6G as the reference.
b In 10 mM Tris–HCl buffer solution (pH 7.0).
Fig. 2. (a) Absorption and (b) differential absorption spectral changes of HA (80 �M)
upon titration with C70 in toluene. (Inset) Absorption spectrum of C70 (40 �M) in
toluene.

fluorescence lifetime of HA in the absence of C70, which was deter-
mined by time-correlated single-photon counting technique [49].

F0

F
= 1 + Kq�0[C70] (10)

The representive Stern–Volmer plot of HA quenching moni-
tored at 608 nm is constructed as shown in Fig. 3 inset. The Kq

values in solvents (1.24–2.45 × 1013 L mol−1 s−1) calculated from
Stern–Volmer plots (Table 1) are much higher than that of the dif-
fusion rate constant (1010 L mol−1 s−1), indicating that some type of
interaction between HA and C70 exists. To verify the possibility of
dynamic quenching, fluorescence lifetime measurements are car-
ried out. The fluorescence lifetime of HA (�0) was determined to be
around 1.05 ns in toluene in the absence of quencher C70 (Fig. 3b)
[49]. There is almost no change in lifetime of HA after addition of
C70 (1.03 ns). These results suggest that C70 quenches fluorescence

of HA through static quenching mechanism, due to the formation
of nonfluorescent ground state complex between C70 and HA.

Fluorescence Job’s plots are constructed to determine the sto-
ichiometry of HA/C70 complex by monitoring the fluorescence at
608 nm [50]. The Job’s plots reveal breaks around 0.32 for the molar

HA with C70 in different media.

Kq × 10−13 (L mol−1 s−1) Ka (M−1/2)

2.45 (R = 0.99675) 136.9 (R = 0.9986)
2.13 (R = 0.9961) 116.5 (R = 0.9948)
1.43 (R = 0.9973) 68.5 (R = 0.9988)
1.24 (R = 0.9941) 64.6 (R = 0.9952)
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Fig. 3. (a) Fluorescence emission spectra changes upon addition of C70 to a solution
of HA (10 �M) in toluene (�ex = 470 nm). [C70] = 0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 20, 30,
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is obtained by utilizing transient absorption spectra in the visible
regions. HA presents characteristic triplet absorption bands with
maxima around 390, 530, 570 and 610 nm, and for C70, the triplet
absorption bands appear at 400 and 580 nm [60,61]. HA/C70 com-
0 �M. (b) Fluorescence decay of HA (10 �M) at 608 nm in the absence (black) and
resence (gray) of C70 (40 �M) in toluene (�ex = 410 nm). (Inset) Stern–Volmer plot
or the fluorescence quenching of HA at 608 nm by C70 in toluene solution.

raction of C70, suggesting a 2:1 molar ratio of HA and C70 in the
omplex (Fig. 4).

The binding constants Ka are evaluated by the
enesi–Hildebrand method using the fluorescence spectral
hanges (Fig. 5). The good linear relationship with R ≥ 0.9930 in
enesi–Hildebrand plots supported the 2:1 binding model for
A/C70 supramolecular assembly in different solvents (Table 1).
he quenching rate constant Kq and binding constant Ka are gener-
lly lower in polar solvents, which can be attributed to the limited
olubility and subsequent aggregation of C70 in toluene-DMSO
v/v, 4/1) and 1% PVP buffer solution [51–53].

As it appears from the formulate, HA shares an axial chiral-
ty with many other natural perylenequinones due to the steric
indrance of the methoxy groups in the “left” moiety and of the
even-membered ring in the “right” moiety, which leads to the
wist conformation of HA [54,55]. The axial chirality of HA may
acilitate its interaction with fullerenes through the concave surface
56–58].

Our previous results demonstrated that HA cannot form stable
omplex with fullerene C60 [29,30]. The increased binding affinity
n HA/C70 complex can be attributed to the ovoid shape of C70 which
llows better contact between the C70 surface and HA units. It has
een reported that porphyrin hosts tend to prefer larger fullerenes
ue to the greater �–� contact area between their �-electronic sur-
ace [14,59]. The nature of the binding of HA to C70 may be due to

he �–� stacking interactions, as in the case of noncovalent bind-
ng of aromatic component with fullerenes [5–14]. The formaiton of
A/C70 supramolecular assembly with 2:1 ratio, but not 1:1, which
an be atrributed to the more stable �–� stacking interaction in the
Fig. 4. Job’s plot for the complexation of HA with C70 in (a) toluene and (b) 1% PVP
buffer solution. [HA] + [C70] = 50 �M (�ex = 470 nm).

complex of 2:1 stoichiometry as that in Mg2+–HA/C60 [29]. Collec-
tively, these observations suggest that the chiral conformation of
HA and the preferred �–� stacking interaction are very important
for the construction of HA/C70 complex.

3.3. Transient absorption spectra

Information on the dynamic excited-state interactions in HA/C70
Fig. 5. Benesi–Hildebrand plot constructed to evaluate the binding constant of HA
with C70, based on the 2:1 binding model.
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Fig. 6. (a) Transient difference absorption spectra from a solution of HA (40 �M), C70
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20 �M) and the mixed solution of HA (40 �M) and C70 (20 �M). (b) Time profile of
he transient absorption bands of the HA at 530 nm in the absence and presence of
70.

lex displays almost all the characteristic peaks for triplet HA and
70 (Fig. 6a).

Fig. 6b shows the decay traces of HA and HA/C70, taking the tran-
ient spectra of HA and HA/C70 at 530 nm as a function of time. The
ecay curve for HA can be fitted monoexponentially with lifetime
f 12.6 �s. While the decay curve for HA/C70 system can be fit-
ed double-exponentially with lifetimes of 11.5 �s (A = 77%) and
1
.12 �s (A2 = 23%). The longer lifetime component can be assigned
o the triplet state of pristine HA and the shorter time component

ay be because of the interaction between triplet HA and C70.

ig. 7. Transient absorption spectra observed by 532 nm laser irradiation of C70

50 �M) at 1 (�), 10 (�), 30 �s(�) in Ar-saturated DMSO-toluene (4/1, v/v). (Inset)
bsorption time profiles of C70 at 980 nm in the absence (black line) and presence
f HA (100 �M) (gray line).
biology A: Chemistry 217 (2011) 228–235

Further studies involving the nanosecond transient absorption
spectra of C70 in NIR region are also performed (Fig. 7). The triplet
decay of 3C70 at 980 nm obeys first-order kinetics with � = 12.0 �s
[62–64]. In the presence of HA, the triplet decay of C70 trace could be
fitted to a biexponential decay with lifetimes of 11.8 (A1 = 60%) and
5.96 (A2 = 40%) �s (Fig. 7, inset). Collectively, the transient absorp-
tion studies indicate that the triplet lifetimes of HA and C70 are
reduced after formation of HA/C70 complex.

One may argue that electron transfer might occur in HA/C70
system, considering that fullerenes are excellent electron accep-
tors [65]. Free energy change (�G) involving electron transfer
from the excited state of HA to the ground state of C70 is a ther-
modynamically unfavorable process (�G = 0.07 eV), calculated by
Rehm–Weller equation (Eq. (11)), using oxidation potential of HA
(1.47 V vs SCE), first reduction potential of C70 (−0.44 V vs SCE),
and triplet state energy of 1.84 eV for HA [61]. Furthermore, the
transient absorption attributable to the anion radical C70 cannot be
detected. As a result, the electron transfer between excited state of
HA and C70 can be ruled out.

�G = Eox (donor) − Ered (receptor) − E∗ (donor or acceptor)

(11)

On the other hand, the triplet energy of C70 (35.0 kcal mol−1) [66]
is lower than that of HA (42.5 kcal mol−1) [61]. Direct triplet–triplet
energy transfer from the triplet excited HA to C70 is thermody-
namically possible. However, decay of the triplet HA at 530 nm and
the rise of triplet C70 at 980 nm do not simultaneously occur. As
a result, the triplet–triplet energy transfer between HA and C70 is
not efficient, and may not be the main reason for the reduced triplet
lifetime of HA and C70 after formation of HA/C70 complex. Taking
insight into the structure of HA, which possesses large aromatic
rings, the nature of the binding of C70 to HA may be attributed to
�–� stacking interaction between perylenequinonoid ring of HA
and the cage of C70. In closely packed fullerene clusters, the triplet
lifetime of fullerene and photosensitizers is very sensitive to the
environment and reduced due to the formation of supramolecular
complexes [67,68].

3.4. EPR spectra studies

EPR, as a powerful technique for investigating photoreaction
intermediates, is employed to study the mechanism of electron
transfer in HA/C70 complex in the presence of electron donor
TMEDA. After irradiation of the mixture of HA and TMEDA in the
argon-saturated DMSO-toluene solution for 2 min, an EPR signal
can be observed (Fig. 8a). The g value (2.002) of this signal correlates
well with that of HA semiquinone anion radical (HA•−) [69]. The
generation of HA•− can originate from the photoinduced electron
transfer from TMEDA to excited HA (Eq. (12)):

HA∗ + TMEDA → HA•− + TMEDA•+ (12)

Upon addition of deoxygenated solution of C70 to the above irra-
diated solution, the EPR signal of HA•− is remarkably quenched
and a new EPR signal (g = 2.003) appears simultaneously (Fig. 8b).
Control experiment indicates that the EPR signal of C70 anion rad-
ical (C70

•−), generated from photoinduced electron transfer from
TMEDA to excited C70 (Eq. (13)), has same g value and position as
that of the new signal (Fig. 8c) [70]. The first reduction potential

of C70 (−0.44 V vs SCE) is more positive than that of HA (−0.56 V
vs SCE), which suggests electron transfer from HA•− to C70 is a
thermodynamically favorable process (Eq. (14)) (�G = −0.127 eV),
calculated from Eq. (15). These EPR results suggest that HA can
medicate the electron transfer from reductant TMEDA to the
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Table 2
Photodamage of CT DNA by HA, C70 and HA/C70 detected by the remaining binding
site (BSR%) of ethidium bromide to the damaged CT DNA under anaerobic conditiona

([CT DNA] = 40 �M, [EB] = 80 �M).

Samples BSR% at varied irradiation

5 min 10 min 15 min

Control experimentb 99.1 98.5 98.0
HAc 95.6 85.8 79.0
C70

d 96.2 92.2 89.5
HA/C70

e 86.5 71.2 64.1
Mg2+–HA/C60

f 93.8 81.5 72.2

a Each point represents the mean of three separate experiments.
b Without photosensitizer.
ig. 8. (a) Photoinduced EPR spectrum of deoxygenated solution of TMEDA (1 mM)
nd HA (120 �M) in DMSO-toluene (4/1, v/v) upon irradiation at 532 nm for 2 min.
b) Similar to (a), but with the addition of C70 (60 �M) after irradiation. (c) Similar
o (a), but C70 (60 �M) instead of HA.

round state C70.

∗
70 + TMEDA → C70

•− + TMEDA•+ (13)

70 + HA•− → C70
•− + HA (14)

G = Ered (donor) − Ered (acceptor) (15)

.5. NIR absorption spectra

Upon irradiation of the solution of HA/C70 in the presence
f TMEDA with medium pressure sodium lamp for 5 min, a NIR
bsorption band at 1368 nm is observed, which is the characteristic
IR absorption transition of C70

•− (Fig. 9a) [71,72]. In the absence
f HA, the intensity of the NIR absorption band of C70

•− decreases
bout 35% (Fig. 9b). Control experiments confirm that C70 and light
re all essential for the NIR absorption band generation of C70

•−

Fig. 9c).
According to our above experimental results, in principle, two

ifferent processes can be accounted for the generation of C70
•−

n HA/C70/TMEDA system. (1) C70
•− can be generated from direct

lectron transfer from the reductant TMEDA to the excited stated
(Eq. (13)). (2) one-electron transfer from TMEDA to excited-
70

tate HA induces the generation of HA•−, followed by electron
ransfer from HA•− to C70, forming the corresponding anion radical
70

•−(Eqs. (12) and (14)). As a result, the NIR absorption intensity
f C70

•− for HA/C70 in the presence of TMEDA is much higher than

ig. 9. (a) NIR absorption spectra for argon-saturated DMSO-toluene (4/1, v/v)
olution of HA (120 �M), C70 (60 �M), and TMEDA (1 mM) upon illuminated with
edium pressure sodium lamp for 5 min. (b) Similar to (a) but in the absence of HA.

c) Similar to (a) but C70 or light is omitted.
c [HA] = 8 �M.
d [C70] = 4 �M.
e [HA] = 8 �M, [C70] = 4 �M.
f [Mg2+–HA] = 8 �M, [C60] = 4 �M.

that for C70 in the presence of TMEDA upon irradiation, due to the
efficient electron-transfer processes in HA/C70.

3.6. Photoinduced damage of DNA

Hypoxia is a common feature of both human and animal tumors
[73,74]. Enhancement of the photodynamic efficacy under hypoxic
condition is one possible way to improve the therapeutic capability
of photosensitizers. HA and C70 can form a supramolecular system
in PVP buffer solution (Figs. 4b and 5), which may facilitate studies
of biological properties of HA/C70 complex.

Photosensitized damage of CT DNA by HA, C70 and HA/C70 com-
plex is characterized by the simple EB assay, and the remaining
binding site percentages after varied irradiation time are collected
in Table 2. Upon visible light irradiation, the binding sites of CT DNA
destroyed by HA/C70 are more than the sum of those by HA and C70
under anaerobic condition. For example, upon irradiation for 5 min,
the binding sites of CT DNA destroyed by HA, C70, and HA/C70 are
4.4, 3.8, 14.5%, respectively. Under anaerobic conditions, the pho-
todamage of CT DNA by HA, C70 and HA/C70 complex is presumably
due to electron transfer from DNA to the excited-state HA or C70
[75,76]. For the HA/C70 system, electron transfer first from DNA to
the excited-state HA (Eq. (16)) may occur and then further from
HA•− to C70 (Eq. (14)), and photoinduced electron transfer from
DNA to excited-state C70 may also take place (Eq. (17)).

HA + DNA → HA•− + DNA•+ (16)

C70 + DNA → C70
•− + DNA•+ (17)

It has been reported that suppression of the back electron trans-
fer is very important for enhancement of the DNA photodamage
capability of photosensitizers [77]. Fullerenes, as excellent elec-
tron acceptors, possess smaller reorganization energy in electron
transfer processes, which can leads to significant acceleration of
charge separation and effective deceleration of charge recombina-
tion [18,19]. The HA/C70 supramolecular assembly is organized as
an electron acceptor system, following an electrochemical gradi-
ent, which can promote a unidirectional electron transfer cascade
(Eq. (12) and Eq. (14)) [78,79]. As a result, HA/C70 presents much
stronger photocleavage ability on DNA than HA and C70 under
anaerobic conditions.

Our previous studies demonstrate that Mg2+–HA can act as
light-harvesting in the Mg2+–HA/C60 supramolecular system and
mediate the electron transfer reaction between DNA and C60

[29]. It is interesting to compare the DNA photodamage capa-
bility of Mg2+–HA/C60 and HA/C70. Although HA displays weaker
DNA damage capability than Mg2+–HA [29], HA/C70 cause stronger
DNA cleavage than Mg2+–HA/C60 under anaerobatic condition
(Table 2). The enhanced DNA damage capability of HA/C70, com-
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ared with Mg2+–HA/C60, can be attributed to the difference of
he type of fullerene in these supramolecular systems. It has
een reported that fullerene C60 and C70 exhibit similar electro-
hemical properties [39], however, C70 can cause stronger DNA
amage than C60 because of its stronger absorption in visible region
31]. Fullerenes act as final electron acceptors in these hypocre-
lin/fullerene supramolecular assemblies and significantly promote
NA damage capability of hypocrellins.

. Conclusion

In summary, a supramolecular system consisting of HA and C70
as been constructed and characterized. HA acts as light harvesting
ntenna in supramolecular system and promote the photoin-
uced electron transfer between C70 and reductants (TMEDA, DNA,
tc.), through efficient electron-transfer processes. HA/C70 present
tronger DNA damage capability than Mg2+–HA/C60 complex, due
o the strong absorption of C70 in visible region.
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